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The database is made up of over 100 customisable 
categories (Staff, Visitor, Delivery, VIP, Unknown etc.) 
which trigger rule-based responses. For example, one 
category may raise a barrier to allow vehicles during 
certain hours, to but raise an alert at other times. Unique 
permissions can even be provided to individual vehicles.

Relay Control
Based upon rules in the database, the system can output 
a signal via a relay card to open gates and barriers, 
change traffic light signals and raise road blockers.  

Alerts However You Need Them
Emails can be generated in addition to or instead of 
on-screen alarming in the JMS software to alert to 
vehicles of interest. This is often used to discretely alert 
security to potential threats or to alert someone of a VIP’s 
arrival as well as alerting petrol forecourt staff that a 
vehicle with history of non-payment has entered.

Car Park Counting and Space Allocation
Great for town centre car parks or multi-tenanted 
business parks and company car parks. JMS allows 
administrators to allocate spaces to certain categories of 
car park user. For instance, in a car park of 100 spaces, 70 
could be allocated to employees, 5 to senior manage-
ment, 15 to visitors, 5 to contractors and 5 left spare. The 
system will keep count of entries and exits to ensure that 
the maximums are enforced and provides a live count 
showing the status of the overall car park and individual 
categories.  

JMS software provides a centralised management 
system utilised around the globe in many industries 
and applications, including:

 Distribution Centres / Warehousing & Logistics
 Supermarkets / Petrol Forecourt Stations
 Shopping Centres / Retail & Business Parks
 Waste Management / Utilities & Infrastructure
 Private Estates & Clubs / Hotels
 Car Park Management
 Airports / Ports of Entry

Flexible Database
JMS is the perfect solution for single site ANPR 
management, installed on a local PC. When a plate is 
read by the system, it is compared to a database of 
vehicles which can include whitelisted/blacklisted 
vehicles. 
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JMS
Complete ANPR software suite

 Innovative software features

 Comprehensive database

 Access Control module

 Web interface for simple, user-friendly operation
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10719, JMS ANPR Software for local PC 
(required for all applications) 

Overstay
For commercial car parks, it is often important to know 
how long your guests stay for. If people outstay their 
welcome, overstay alarms can be generated by the JMS.  

Car Sharing
Go green! Organisations are constantly seeking initiati-
ves to reduce their carbon footprint, so use our Car 
Sharing module to do this whilst maximising onsite 
parking.

Group Tags
For secure sites or applications with multiple lanes, JMS’s 
Group Tag facility offers easy to manage Access Control 
levels - just the way you need them.

Timed Entry
If you’re running a Logistics or Distribution business, 
you’ll want to keep a grip on your tight schedule of 
vehicles delivering and collecting – timed entry of 
individual vehicles can be set within the database to 
ensure that access is only granted when it should be for 
pre-arranged time slots.
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Due to TagMaster’s continuous effort to develop the products in response to customer needs, the above specifications are subject to change.


